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OVERLOCKER

The is a versatile machine with practical features which make it
easy to use. Whether you’re working with the finest silk and satin, robust denim, thick
fleece or stretch fabrics, this machine will give you the desired sewing results.

NINA Harmony 9102D

It offers you features such as easily adjustable tread tension, five stitch variations with 3
and 4 thread, the rolled-hem lever and conveniently placed differential feed and stitch
length controls. You can sew much quicker, easily and skillfully, whether you're doing
hard wearing seams on stretch and woven fabrics, decorative rolled hems or gathering.

NINA Harmony 9102D

An elastic, highly durable seam for knits such as jerseys, machine knits and
tricot from any natural or synthetic fibers, as well as for hand-knits. For seams
in fine- to medium weight cotton, viscose, silk or synthetic fabrics such as
batiste, crêpe de chine, poplin, satin, and more.

For neatening edges, seams, hems and facings; suitable for all fabrics. A soft,
elastic seam for fine knits. For decorative and quickly sewn edge finishes, as
well as effect seams in fairly firm-woven fabrics, fluffy or furry materials and
sturdy knits.

A light seam for the finest silk, cotton or synthetic fiber jerseys. Perfect for
sewing on or inserting lace.

An attractive, quickly sewn edge finish for all fine fabrics.

4-THREAD OVERLOCK SEAM
WITH WOOLY NYLON THREAD
AND BUILT-IN SAFETY SEAM.

3-THREAD ROLLED-HEM.
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3-THREAD ROLLED-SEAM.

3-THREAD OVERLOCK SEAM,
WIDE/NARROW.

THREAD STAND AND MAST

The sturdy thread stand can hold small and large
thread reels with ease. The thread mast will
ensure that the thread will unwind without getting
tangled during the sewing process.

THREAD STAND AND MAST

ROLLED-HEM LEVER

Simply flick the rolled-hem lever to switch easily
to a rolled-hem stitch and back again, without
changing the stitch plate or presser foot.

ROLLED-HEM LEVER

ADJUSTABLE THREAD TENSION

The practical tension dials show you the current
thread tension and allow you to make stepless

adjustments according to your needs.

ADJUSTABLE THREAD TENSION

DIFFERENTIAL FEED DIAL

Stepless differential feed ensures wave-free
seams in knits and prevents puckering in fine
fabrics - at the same time allowing deliberate

gathering.

DIFFERENTIAL FEED DIAL

COLOUR CODED THREADING SYSTEM

The easiest threading system you’ve ever
seen.

COLOUR CODED THREADING SYSTEM

STITCH LENGTH CONTROL DIAL

This ergonomic, easily accessible control lets you
adjust the stitch length to perfection with the flick

of your wrist - even in the middle of the sewing
process.

STITCH LENGTH CONTROL DIAL

For more information visit your nearest BERNINA dealer or contact BERNINA head office on

(011) 726 1800 or marketing@berninasa.com
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